NOTES:
1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR PART NUMBER SUFFIXES TO INDICATE COLOR AND/OR PACKAGE QUANTITIES.
2. SEE CATALOG FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF PARTS APPLICABLE FOR USE WITH THIS PRODUCT.
3. MATERIALS:
   a. MODULE MATERIAL: ALUMINUM
   b. ADAPTER: COMPOSITE PLASTIC
4. CASSETTE MODULE WEIGHT: 33.6oz (1952.5g)
5. DIMENSIONS IN BRACKETS ARE METRIC

QUICKNET HDO SERIES HIGH DENSITY CASSETTE
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OPTIONAL ALLOCATIONS:

- QUICKNET HDO HIGH DENSITY CASSETTE
  OM3 STANDARD FIBER STRAIGHT THROUGH
- QUICKNET HDO HIGH DENSITY CASSETTE
  OM3 STANDARD FIBER FLIPPED
- QUICKNET HDO HIGH DENSITY CASSETTE
  OM4 OPTIMIZED FIBER STRAIGHT THROUGH
- QUICKNET HDO HIGH DENSITY CASSETTE
  OM4 OPTIMIZED FIBER FLIPPED